Imagine a world where all young people are nourished and nurtured by learning experiences and learning ecosystems that center on their needs as makers of our shared history. This is the world The History Co:Lab is working to create.

Who we are

An intergenerational + impact-driven collective

The History Co:Lab is an intergenerational impact-driven collective that co-creates learning experiences and catalyzes communities with and for young people so they all can thrive in their roles as makers of our shared history. Together, we work toward a world in which a model of youth-centered learning grounded in the complexity and possibility of human history has become the norm, preparing young people to renew and revitalize democracy for our collective wellbeing.

What we do

Co:Create, catalyze + change narratives

At The History Co:Lab, we hold history not as an archive but as a living tapestry of human experience capable of fostering the co-imagining and co-creation that spurs present-day change. In deep, radically collaborative partnership with other organizations, The History Co:Lab creates, catalyzes and changes narratives with and for young people through three strategic initiatives and interdependent impact models.

Our three strategic initiatives and independent impact models:
CREATION CO:LAB, run by iThrive Games, takes a participatory and learning science-backed approach to co:designing games, experiences, tools, and programs with and for young people that transform learning for them.

Curriculum & Instructional Design + Development

Tabletop & Digital Game Design + Development

Youth Program Design + Development

For inquiries, email The History Co:Lab team at info@thehistorycolab.org.

Get woven into the work by signing up for our mailing list.
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